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A B S T R A C T

Adaptive applications may benefit from having models of users' personality to adapt their behavior accordingly. There is a wide variety of domains in which this can be useful, i.e., assistive technologies, e-learning, e-commerce, health care or recommender systems, among others. The most commonly used procedure to obtain the user personality consists of asking the user to fill in questionnaires. However, on one hand, it would be desirable to obtain the user personality as unobtrusively as possible, yet without compromising the reliability of the model built. On the other hand, our hypothesis is that users with similar personality are expected to show common behavioral patterns when interacting through virtual social networks, and that these patterns can be mined in order to predict the tendency of a user personality. With the goal of inferring personality from the analysis of user interactions within social networks, we have developed TP2010, a Facebook application. It has been used to collect information about the personality traits of more than 20,000 users, along with their interactions within Facebook. Based on all the collected data, automatic classifiers were trained by using different machine-learning techniques, with the purpose of looking for interaction patterns that provide information about the users' personality traits. These classifiers are able to predict user personality starting from parameters related to user interactions, such as the number of friends or the number of wall posts. The results show that the classifiers have a high level of accuracy, making the proposed approach a reliable method for predicting the user personality.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Motivation

User modeling is essential in the context of adaptive systems. Depending on the goal of each adaptive environment, it can be useful to represent and use some information about the user features, preferences, needs, behaviors, etc. [1]. Regarding the characteristics that can be considered with adaptation purposes, personality is one interesting feature. The personality of an individual can be defined as a set of features that induces a tendency on the behavior of the individual; this tendency is stable through time and situations [2]. Knowing the personality of a given person provides hints about how he would probably react when facing different situations.

Identifying a user's personality can contribute to know, for example, his potential needs in different contexts. Therefore, adaptive applications may benefit from having models of users' personality to adapt their behavior accordingly. There is a wide variety of domains in which this can be useful, i.e., assistive technologies, e-learning, e-commerce, health care or recommender systems, among others. For example, in the context of e-commerce, the type of products to be offered to a user may vary depending on his personality with respect to Impulsive Sensation Seeking. Another application area would...
be education, since personality influences the way in which students learn and use their knowledge [3], and affects the way in which students accomplish their tasks [4]. In adaptive educational systems it would be useful to know the student personality to propose him the most suitable tasks in each context accordingly (for example, if he has only 10 minutes available and connects to the system, it could be inappropriate to propose him to develop a complex task, even if it is not so time-consuming, if he has a high level of Neuroticism-Anxiety).

Therefore, eliciting user personality can contribute significantly to user modeling for adaptive systems. The most commonly used procedure to obtain this information consists of asking the user to fill in questionnaires. However, users can find this task too time-consuming, since most of the personality questionnaires include many questions to answer in order to obtain an accurate user profile [5,6].

On one hand, we think that user personality should be obtained as unobtrusively as possible, yet without compromising the reliability of the model built. Some research has already been done related to automatic or semi-automatic user modeling acquisition. Several works have tried to infer some personality characteristics, as it will be discussed in the state of the art section.

On the other hand, we think that personality can be inferred by analyzing how users interact in online social networks (OSNs). In this context, an initial consideration would be whether virtual interactions reflect user personality in “real” or offline life. For example, [7] and [8] verify that Facebook, currently the most popular OSN, is, apparently, a good approximation to the user offline life. If a given user has occasional interactions with another user through the Web, it will not be the case that they have many more offline interactions. In addition, it has been shown that people use virtual social networks to support already existing relationships rather than looking for new ones (for Facebook users, around 77% of their social relationships in the real world are replicated in the virtual environment).

In the same line, the user interactions on social networks are a good measure of user behavior in real life [9]. They verify this hypothesis analyzing user comments on pictures and publications of Facebook wall. For example, they show that even if a user has a lot of relations (“friends” in Facebook terminology) he only interacts regularly with a small portion of them. That is because there are, like in real life, constraints that make interacting with all friends impossible (e.g., available time).

Furthermore, [10] shows that, contrary to the idea that people built idealized virtual-identity, Facebook profiles reflect actual personality. The same idea is supported by [11], where it was found out that personality impression based on Facebook profiles generally show strong patterns of convergence with real personality.

However, it is important to bear in mind that this work does not presume that users would act exactly in the same way both in real and in virtual life. What is known is that personality, by definition, is stable through time and situations. That means that if a user has tendency to be, for example, sociable, that tendency would show up both on real and virtual life, maybe in different ways. What this work assumes is that users with similar personality features will show common behavior patterns when interacting through virtual social networks, that those patterns can be mined, and that they can be used, afterwards, to identify the tendency of a user personality. In this direction, we think that it may be possible to infer personality from the analysis of user interactions within online social networks, such as the number of user’s friends or the number of wall posts.

There exist a growing number of online social networks available through the Web. From these applications, Facebook is by large the more popular around the world. On June 2012, it reached 955 million of active users (that is, without considering the profiles created but not used) [12]. Fig. 1a shows the growing rate: in the last three months it increased 54 million users (almost 6%). More than a half of Facebook users are daily active users (552 millions), as shown in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 2 also shows that more than 543 million users access and update their profiles through mobile devices. Besides, according to [13], Facebook users have an average of 130 “friends” (the term used within Facebook to denote people related to the user) and are connected, on the average, to 60 items, counting groups, pages and events. The Facebook application was translated to more than 70 languages; it has more than one million of developers and more than 500,000 available applications.

Among all the social networks available through the Internet nowadays, we have chosen Facebook not only because of the huge amount of users connected to it, but also because it offers the possibility of building applications to be incorporated and used by all these users. In this context, we have developed TP2010 [14], a Facebook application intended to obtain information about the user personality through a personality test, as well as to collect all the data available from the user interactions within the social network. The application was delivered on December 2009, and it implements the ZKPQ-50-cc personality test [5].

TP2010 goal is to discover relationships between the users’ results on the personality test and those attributes describing their interactions within Facebook. Our work attempts to find rules to predict user personality (that is, the tendency of the user on each personality dimension being considered), starting from data about his interactions in Facebook, without asking him to fulfill specific personality tests. With this aim, we have applied data mining techniques in order to build classifiers of user personality. These classifiers were trained based on the analysis of data from more than 20,000 users of the TP2010 application. Most of the related works found in the literature that try to find relationships between user personality and user interactions in social networks focus on analyzing how single features correlates, on the average, with personality traits. We intend to go beyond and analyze the collected data by looking for patterns of user interactions that correspond to...
specific types of user personality. In that way, having data of a given user's interactions would make it possible to predict his personality, at least regarding some personality traits.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art. Section 3 shows how data about user personality and interactions is collected through the Facebook application TP2010. Section 4 describes the data collected from more than 20,000 users. Section 5 shows how personality classifiers are built. Section 6 presents the results of personality prediction. And, finally, Section 7 comprises conclusions and future work.

2. State of the art

The growing popularity of online social networks, especially Facebook, has given rise to an also growing number of psychological and sociological studies based on them. A recent survey [15] identifies more than 400 articles fulfilling three requirements: a) they specifically investigate Facebook; b) they have been published in a peer-reviewed academic journal or peer-reviewed conference proceedings; and c) they report empirical findings. On this survey, Wilson et al. classify the articles in five categories, according to the question they try to answer: i) Who is using Facebook and what are users doing while on Facebook? ii) Why do people use Facebook? iii) How are people presenting themselves on Facebook? iv) How is Facebook affecting relationships among groups and individuals? v) Why are people disclosing personal information on Facebook despite potential risks?

In most of these works, mainly the older ones, data are collected by requiring the users to fulfill surveys, many times offline. For example, [16] presents a study about online privacy. The users were asked, through e-mail in this case, to answer questions about how long they have been using Facebook, the number of friends they have, how many minutes they were online every day, whether their profile was restricted only to friends, their gender and their ethnic group. The dataset
The works presents some interesting findings: both popular and influential users are extroverts and emotionally specified their Twitter accounts in their Facebook profiles could be used, out of more than 5 million of myPersonality users. Friends than those keeping their profile public.

On a different line, [17] and [18] show that, while university students fulfill most of the profile slots (59%), a sample composed of university and non-university users only complete 25% of the information. More interestingly, they highlight knowing whether the user has filled in their age and sentimental status, allows to inferring, with great accuracy, whether he keeps public or private most of his profile. In the same way, they found out that the age and the amount of public data correlates negatively.

More recent studies collect data (semi) automatically. There are two possible approaches: data crawling and Facebook applications. Data crawling involves mechanisms similar to those used by search engines for indexing Web pages: data from public Facebook user pages are collected, and pages (users) are related through the links found in the pages. The advantage of this approach is that it does not require any user action; the main drawback is that, as the time goes on, less information can be collected in such a way, since Facebook implements more restrictive privacy policies. Following this approach, [17] finds a correlation between the number of friends and the number of profile slots completed by the user. Specifically, the correlation is greater with reference data (place of birth, studying institution, etc.), followed by contact data (sentimental state, address, etc.) and lastly interest data (music, cinema, books, etc.). Another work [19] analyzes relationships between users from a different perspective: they measure how similar two given users are, by considering those networks, groups and friends in common. Besides, they analyze two types of interactions between pairs of users: whether they have written one in the wall of the other and whether they have cross-tagged themselves in photos.

Nevertheless, the authors of these works have strong limitations for collecting some data like, for example, the number of friends. The problem is the growing tendency of Facebook users to restrict the access to their data, with most of the information unavailable for public access. Moreover, currently Facebook itself does not support collecting data by automatic means without explicit authorizations.

The second automatic approach consists of using Facebook applications. The idea is to build Facebook applications and ask the users to give them permission to access to their data. In order to encourage them to give it, most of these applications offer them something back. For example, an application looking to collect data about user tastes can ask a new user to fulfill a questionnaire about his tastes and, afterwards, provide him recommendations based on the information available from those users with similar tastes. In general, these applications use viral market techniques to reach a large number of users. Through this Facebook application approach, a lot of user data can be obtained.

The most noticeable application implementing this approach is myPersonality [20], up to our knowledge. This application offers the user a detailed explanation of his personality once he has installed the application and fulfilled one or more of the proposed questionnaires. According to the data reported by the application designers, they have collected data from more than 5 million users. Part of these data is publicly available and can be used for different studies about Facebook users and their personality. There are two works related to the current proposal that make use of data from myPersonality.

The first one uses personality profiles (Big Five model [6]) and Facebook profile data of 180,000 users [21]. They examine correlations between the users’ personality and the properties of their Facebook profiles, such as the size and density of their friendship network, the number of photos uploaded, the number of events attended, the number of group memberships, or the number of times user has been tagged in photos. The results show significant relationships between personality traits and various features of Facebook profiles, like, for example, the relationship between Openness and the number of associations with Facebook groups. In the same line of our proposal, they propose to use machine-learning techniques for combining signals from different Facebook features in order to predict personality of individuals in a reliable way. This is an important difference with most of the previous works, which usually focused on correlating Facebook profiles with personality traits averaged over large groups, but were inaccurate when dealing with individuals. Using multivariate linear regression they are able to predict, with reasonable accuracy, two of the five traits of the Big Five personality model; for the other three traits the prediction has low or very low accuracy. They tried more sophisticated machine-learning methods for predicting traits, including tree based rule-sets and support vector machines. However, for all of the personality traits, accuracy changed very little when using these machine-learning methods. Finally, another remark about this work that should be taken into account is the dataset size. The original dataset was very large: 180,000 individuals. However, because of privacy and implementation issues, not all the data were available for all the individuals. For the correlation analysis, the authors state that they had “at least 15,000 data points per feature and over 50,000 data points for most of the features”.

Furthermore, when applying machine-learning techniques they only used data from 5000 individuals. Nevertheless, this is a very large dataset, mainly if compared with similar works like [22], which applies machine-learning techniques to data from 167 users. As we describe in the next sections, we also had to discard a great portion of the original dataset as well, but at the end we applied data mining techniques to a sample of more than 20,000 users.

The second work based on myPersonality uses the data to analyze the relationship between personality and different types of Twitter users, including popular users and influential ones [23]. In this work, only the data of those 335 users who specified their Twitter accounts in their Facebook profiles could be used, out of more than 5 million of myPersonality users. However, the works presents some interesting findings: both popular and influential users are extroverts and emotionally
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stable (low score in the Neuroticism trait); popular users are ‘imaginative’ (high score in Openness), while influential users tend to be ‘organized’ (high score in Conscientiousness). They also explore the possibility of predicting individual personality based on the analysis of interaction data. However, for this purpose, not only is the dataset rather small, but also they can only access to very basic data: their following, followers, and listed counts. The authors claim to obtain predictors, from these data available, with the same accuracy than other existing recommender systems predicting user ratings for movies.

3. Personality and interaction Data Collection

As it was mentioned above, the goal of this work is to obtain a method for eliciting user personality without asking the user to fulfill a specific questionnaire. The approach consists of analyzing the user behavior while interacting with a social network and detecting the parameters or combination of parameters that best describe the user personality.

A reference framework must be defined in order to describe user personality. In other words, there is a need for a model of personality that describes its structure. Once a personality model has been chosen, interaction data from those users whose personality is known is needed. In this way, patterns of behavior related to certain personality features can be mined.

The next subsections explain some personality models, making emphasis on the one we have chosen for this study, and describe the method used for collecting data about user interactions and personality.

3.1. Personality models

Traditionally, in Psychology, personality structure is modeled in traits or factors. The personality of an individual would be described as the value of each trait for this individual. Three of the most accepted models for structuring personality are: the Eysenck three-factor model (also known as the P.E.N. model, which stands for Psychoticism, Extraversion Neuroticism) [24], the Big Five model [6] and the Alternative Five [25]. As their names suggest, the first model structures personality in three traits, while the second and third ones structure it in five traits. There is no consensus about which model describes personality better. However, it is usually accepted that their traits are equivalent most of the times; the three of them provide information about individual reactions to situations, and they provide information to decide, for example, which pedagogic approach is better according to different personalities.

In this work, the Alternative Five model has been chosen because of the free availability of the corresponding questionnaire, the ZKPQ-50-cc [5]. By using this questionnaire, it is possible to classify the personality of an individual according to five traits: Sociability (Sy), Activity (Act), Aggression-Hostility (Agg-Host), Impulsive Sensation Seeking (ImpSS) and Neuroticism-Anxiety (N-Anx).

In addition to the fifty questions of ZKPQ-50-cc corresponding to the five traits of the Alternative Five Model, ten additional questions contained in the original ZKPQ questionnaire [26] related with infrequency have been used in this work. Infrequency refers to the user’s need of social acceptance. Therefore, a high infrequency reveals the possibility that the user has tried to obtain results corresponding to a “nice personality” and, therefore, it is quite probable that he has not been sincere. The answers corresponding to these ten questions are used to eliminate subjects with possibly invalid records: scores higher than 3 (out of 10) are considered as indicators of record questionable validity [26]. The set of questions from ZKPQ-50-cc questionnaire plus the ten infrequency questions have been named ZKPQ-60.

3.2. TP2010 Data Collection

In order to analyze the relationship between user behavior and personality, interaction data, along with personality traits of each subject, must be collected. With this goal, a Facebook application was built. These types of applications are built using the Facebook infrastructure and are freely available for Facebook users, which usually know about a new application through their contacts (viral marketing).

The application developed in this work was named TP2010 (TP is the acronym of the Spanish translation of “Personality Test”) and is targeted to Spanish-speaker users. TP2010 consists mainly of the questionnaire ZKPQ-60. Before presenting the questionnaire, TP2010 asks the user for permission to:

- Post on the user’s wall, in order to publish the test results.
- Access to the user’s information, even when the user is not connected, in case it would be necessary to obtain new data.
- Send e-mails to the user, just in case TP2010 may need to send any information or, for example, to invite him to another application. Once the user finishes the test, and before sending the results back, the application suggests the user to inviting his friends to join TP2010. Finally, the user must configure his privacy preferences.

Once the user finishes the test, and before sending the results back, the application suggests the user to inviting his friends to join TP2010. Finally, the user must configure his privacy preferences:

- Whether the results can be published on his wall.
- Whether he wants to activate the “friend recommendation” option (more details about this will be given below).
Whether he allows his friends to compare the results they obtain in TP2010 with his.

Afterwards, TP2010 presents and explains to the user the results obtained, and then it offers the possibility of:

- Taking the test again: for example, if the system detects a low level of sincerity and recommends the user to take it again.
- Publishing the results on his wall: for example, in case that he had not selected this option in the previous menu or in case that he wants to publish them again.
- Exiting the application and going back to his Facebook profile.

Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of TP2010 showing the user personality according to his answers to the corresponding questionnaire.

The menu bar situated at the top of the interface allows the user to:

- Seeing the results again: in the case that the user is looking at another screen and wants to go back to the result window.
- Comparing the results obtained with those of other Facebook users (friends, people with similar age, people from the same country [27], all the people that has filled in the questionnaire, etc.). It also presents a “compatibility factor”, aimed at adding entertainment to TP2010, in order to promote a wider use of the application. This factor is calculated as one hundred minus twice the sum of the distances in each dimension. Table 1 shows the calculation of the compatibility between the two users, which is graphically represented by TP2010 as shown in Fig. 4. The rationale behind this equation is that:
- Users with maximum differences (e.g., one of them scoring 0 and the other one scoring 10 on each trait) would have a compatibility factor of 0; that is 100 \(- \left( 2^*10 + 2^*10 + 2^*10 + 2^*10 + 2^*10 \right) \).
- Users with no difference at all would have a compatibility factor of 100; that is 100 \(- \left( 2^*0 + 2^*0 + 2^*0 + 2^*0 + 2^*0 \right) \).
- Using the “friend recommendation” option: the system shows, from all the people that have filled in the test, those whose results are more similar to the ones obtained by the user, that is, those whose compatibility factor is higher. The user can filter the results by sex. A snapshot of the friend recommendation made to a user is shown in Fig. 5.
- Watching the description of the test ZKPQ-50-cc.
Table 1
Example of compatibility calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>User 1</th>
<th>User 2</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agghost</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpSS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Anx</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compatibility: $100 - 2 \times 16 = 68\%$.

Fig. 4. Comparing two friends’ personality in TP2010.

- Inviting the user’s friends to join TP2010. If the user did not do this before, or in the case that he wants to invite more people to fill in the test, he can do it at any time. If his friends fill in the questionnaire and give the corresponding permission, they will be able to compare their results, which is usually encouraging.
- Option tab: the user can change privacy settings as well as the friend recommender option selection.

Many of these functionalities are offered only for the sake of encouraging the use of the application and facilitating its viral diffusion. As it has been stated before, the application goal is to collect data about Facebook usage and personality profiles. Every time a new user accesses TP2010, the application collects data about the user interaction within Facebook up to that moment and stores it in a database. Table 2 enumerates the data collected for each user that contributed to build the classifiers.

The first six values are computed directly from the user answers to the ZKPQ-60 test. The rest of them correspond to those parameters that can be obtained through the Facebook API by querying information about the user. The selection of these parameters was conditioned by two considerations. The first one deals with data accessibility through the Facebook API. Those items that could be retrieved within a reasonable amount of time were collected. For example, collecting information about the photos posted by a user took too much time at the time of the application delivery, which was impractical for the study goals. Secondly, the relevance of all the collected parameters for this study was analyzed, using attribute selec-
Fig. 5. Compatibility-based friend recommender in TP2010.

Table 2
Interaction parameters collected by TP2010 for each user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>Value in the Activity trait [0–10], calculated through the ZKPQ-60 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agg-Host</td>
<td>Value in the Aggression-Hostility trait [0–10], calculated through the ZKPQ-60 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sy</td>
<td>Value in the Sociability trait [0–10], calculated through the ZKPQ-60 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpSS</td>
<td>Value in the Impulsive Sensation Seeking trait [0–10], calculated through the ZKPQ-60 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Anx</td>
<td>Value in the Neuroticism-Anxiety trait [0–10], calculated through the ZKPQ-60 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf</td>
<td>Value in the infrequency trait [0–10], calculated through the ZKPQ-60 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>Number of friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall</td>
<td>Number of posts the user has in his wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFYear</td>
<td>Number of different friends that have written in the user's wall in the last year (Af is the acronym of Active friends)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFMonth</td>
<td>Number of different friends that have written in the user's wall in the last month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostsYear</td>
<td>Number of posts written in the user's wall in the last year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostsMonth</td>
<td>Number of posts written in the user's wall in the last month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>Number of months since the user started using Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPerMonth</td>
<td>Mean of different friends that have written in the user's wall per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostsPerMonth</td>
<td>Mean of posts written in the user's wall per month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Selection techniques provided by the Weka tool box. Attributes like age and gender were discarded, since they did not contribute to improve the classifier accuracy. After the attribute selection phase, the attributes listed in Table 2 were the ones used to build the classifiers.

4. Collected data description

4.1. Dataset description

TP2010 was delivered on December 2009 and, amazingly, after 4 weeks of use, it reached 65,000 users. The three authors of this paper invited exclusively their friends to access TP2010 and, thanks to the network dynamics and viral marketing,
the invitation was spread to all those users. In July 2010, answers to ZKPQ-60 from 74,840 users were available. However, due to implementation issues, information about some interaction parameters was available only for a fraction of them (according to the documentation of Facebook available at that time, it seemed that we could access to all the information about a user offline, but it was only possible to do it when asking the user a special permission, which we incorporated afterwards). In a first stage of our study, we analyzed all the data collected in order to know which parameters we should consider to infer user personality with an acceptable level of accuracy. Once we decided which attributes were relevant, discarded the others (such as age or gender), and removed incomplete data, we finally worked with 20,988 instances, corresponding to the data of 20,988 new users, which constitute the kernel of the analysis presented in this work. Each instance includes the corresponding values for the attributes shown in Table 2 along with the results of the test ZKPQ-60.

Once we decided which attributes were relevant, discarded the others (such as age or gender), and removed incomplete data, we finally worked with 20,988 instances, corresponding to the data of 20,988 new users, which constitute the kernel of the analysis presented in this work. Each instance includes the corresponding values for the attributes shown in Table 2 along with the results of the test ZKPQ-60 for one user.

4.2. Statistics

Table 3 shows a statistical description of the results for the five dimension personality questionnaire, along with the infrequency value, as collected by TP2010 from the 20,988 instances analyzed. Infrequency does not play the same role as the other features: as it was described above, a high value of infrequency reveals the probability that the user has not been sincere (scores higher than 3 lead to the elimination of the corresponding record).

Table 3 shows a statistical description of the results for the five dimension personality questionnaire, along with the infrequency value, as collected by TP2010 from the 20,988 instances analyzed. Infrequency does not play the same role as the other features: as it was described above, a high value of infrequency reveals the probability that the user has not been sincere (scores higher than 3 lead to the elimination of the corresponding record).

Fig. 6 depicts the frequency distribution of the test answers for each dimension. It can be seen that all the personality traits, except Impulsive Sensation Seeking, are well balanced. As it will be explained later, this fact made no difference on the performance of the classifiers built, in terms of accuracy. However, it can reduce the confidence on the results for this trait, as it is easier to predict classes when a class (High ImpSS in this case) has many more instances than the others do.

Table 4 shows the statistical properties of the parameters that describe each user interactions. For example, it can be seen that the total number of friends (Friends) is quite different from the number of active friends (Af). It seems that Facebook users tend to have many friends but to interact only with a little portion of them, as described in [9]. As it can be seen in the table, the average number of friends per user are 186.03, while the mean number of different users with which one interacts per year is about the 20% of them (AfYear = 38.55). According to the average of the data obtained, we could characterize the typical user that joined TP2010 as a person with 186 friends, 39 of which have written on his wall during the last year (18 during the last month), with 88 messages on his wall, receiving 161 messages per year (60 in the last month), and having joined Facebook about 1 year ago.

5. Building the personality classifier

As it was stated above, most of the related works found in the literature that try to find relationships between user personality and user interactions in social networks focus on analyzing how single features correlates, on the average, with personality traits. From the data collected by TP2010 it can be observed that both Sociability (Fig. 7a) and Impulsive Sensation Seeking (Fig. 7b) correlate positively with the number of friends. Both figures also show a similar tendency, albeit less evident, between the same personality traits and the number of messages in the user wall.

However, the goal of this work is more ambitious. Our aim is to look for patterns of users’ interactions that correspond to specific types of users’ personality, by analyzing the collected data. Initially, different machine-learning algorithms were applied to produce classifiers of user personality. Techniques such as NaiveBayes [28], K-nearest neighbors [29], classification trees and association rules were used to analyze the dataset. Since the performance of the classifiers obtained by applying these techniques was similar, the final selection was made according to the simplicity and readability of the resulting model. In this sense, since classification trees provide a very good solution in terms of precision and readability, they were chosen. We worked with the Weka data mining toolbox, developed by the Waikato University, New Zealand. It consists of an open source set of tools and visualization algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling. More specifically, the J48 implementation [30] of the C4.5 algorithm [31] was used. The discriminant analysis was performed using the lineal rule of Fisher [32] through the system R; this is another open source system focused on data and graphical analysis [33].

Data about user interaction and personality were utilized to train personality classifiers. The first step consisted on defining which type of prediction the classifiers were expected to do. Considering the output of ZKPQ-60, each user has six
values associated: five of them correspond to the five traits of the Alternative Five model, while the sixth corresponds to the value of the infrequency dimension. This last dimension, however, is only intended to validate the results obtained for the other five dimensions through the questionnaire and, therefore, was not considered when building the classifiers. The remaining five traits were analyzed independently from the others, as corresponds, since, as it has been mentioned above:

- Traits are supposed to have little or no correlation among them (by definition).
- Considering the intended scenario of use, it is possible that not all the traits are relevant for a given adaptive application.
In no case would the value of a trait be inferred from the value of other(s) trait(s), as nothing is supposed to be known about the user personality.

Moreover, considering each trait separately simplifies the learning process and improves the accuracy of classifiers: it is easier to predict, for example, a user’s score on the “Sociability” trait than to predict his score on the “Sociability”, “Aggression-Hostility” and “Impulsive Sensation Seeking” traits at the same time, mainly considering that no relationship among traits exists.

Since the possible scores for each dimension of personality are eleven (from 0 to 10), we could think of eleven classes. However, for our prediction goal, it is not so relevant to know the exact score of one user in each dimension (e.g., whether he has scored either 9 or 10 in the sociability parameter), but whether he is “pretty sociable”, “half sociable” or “little sociable”. This is the reason why classifiers were trained to predict classes of personality. In other words, instead of predicting, for example, a value of 2 for the sociability trait, the classifier predicts that the user has a low sociability tendency. This is especially useful for adaptive systems, since they provide adaptation according to user profiles. In this direction, two alternatives were considered: dividing the scale either in three or in five classes, giving rise to 3-class and 5-class models, respectively.

In the 3-class model, each of the five traits is split up in three classes: low, medium and high (for example, low activity, medium activity and high activity). Because of this, five new synthetic attributes are added to each record with the labels of the corresponding classes. As each trait is analyzed independently, the dataset is divided into five datasets, each one containing one of the new label attributes.

In order to label each trait record, it is necessary to establish the relationship between the eleven possible outcomes for each trait and the three classes; that is, the limits for each class should be determined for each trait. The solution adopted was to approximate, for each trait, the values that produce a uniform distribution among the three classes. In order to build the classifiers, different subsets of the attributes shown in Table 2 were considered in order to find out which of them lead to the best results. Regarding the 5-class model, records were split up into five categories, trying that the number of records in each category are similar for each trait, as it was done for the 3-class model. In this case, the categories are: very high, high, medium, low and very low. Classifiers were trained for both options, and the results obtained are presented in the next section.

6. Results

Given the interaction data from a certain user, the personality classifiers predict to which class the user belongs, for each of the five personality traits. Classifiers were trained using a 3-class model and a 5-class model. The results obtained for both models are presented next.

6.1. Personality prediction with 3-class model

The first scenario corresponds to the 3-class model. The best performance was achieved when using all the attributes that appear in Table 4. The accuracy of the classifiers built for each trait is presented in Table 5. As it can be seen, the accuracy is higher than 70% for all traits, considering a 99% probability confidence interval. Sociability is the trait that can be predicted more exactly: near 72% accuracy.

Finally, the following rule is an example of knowledge represented by these classifiers: “If a user started using Facebook less than 3 months ago, has more than 1213 friends, more than 65 ‘active friends’ during the last month and a monthly average of more than 16 ‘active friends’, then he has high activity”. Interestingly, these results did not change when the infrequency dimension was taken into account to remove suspect records.

6.2. Personality prediction with 5-class model

Regarding the 5-class model, the best performance was obtained for classifiers using the same variables than the previous case, and the accuracy results are shown in Table 6. Logically, the more classes the model has, the worse performance the
Table 5
Classification accuracy with 3 possible classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Confidence interval (99%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>70.44%</td>
<td>(69.31–71.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression-Hostility</td>
<td>71.43%</td>
<td>(70.31–72.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociability</td>
<td>71.87%</td>
<td>(70.75–72.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsive Sensation Seeking</td>
<td>71.45%</td>
<td>(70.33–72.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism-Anxiety</td>
<td>70.05%</td>
<td>(68.91–71.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
Classification accuracy with 5 possible classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Confidence interval (99%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>62.53%</td>
<td>(61.34–63.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression-Hostility</td>
<td>64.73%</td>
<td>(63.55–65.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociability</td>
<td>64.28%</td>
<td>(63.10–65.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsive Sensation Seeking</td>
<td>63.18%</td>
<td>(61.99–64.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism-Anxiety</td>
<td>63.39%</td>
<td>(62.20–64.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
Classification accuracy with 5 possible classes when errors between adjacent classes are not considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Confidence interval (99%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>79.98%</td>
<td>(78.98–80.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression-Hostility</td>
<td>82.82%</td>
<td>(81.87–83.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociability</td>
<td>81.92%</td>
<td>(80.81–83.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsive Sensation Seeking</td>
<td>79.87%</td>
<td>(78.87–80.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism-Anxiety</td>
<td>80.87%</td>
<td>(78.89–81.82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8
Comparison of classification accuracies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TP2010 (n = 20,988)</th>
<th>Weka 3 classes</th>
<th>Weka 5 classes</th>
<th>Weka 5 classes*</th>
<th>R 3 classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>70.44%</td>
<td>62.53%</td>
<td>79.98%</td>
<td>39.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression-Hostility</td>
<td>71.43%</td>
<td>64.73%</td>
<td>82.82%</td>
<td>40.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociability</td>
<td>71.87%</td>
<td>64.28%</td>
<td>81.92%</td>
<td>40.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsive Sensation Seeking</td>
<td>71.45%</td>
<td>63.18%</td>
<td>79.87%</td>
<td>41.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism-Anxiety</td>
<td>70.05%</td>
<td>63.39%</td>
<td>80.87%</td>
<td>37.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

corresponding classifiers would get. In this case, about 6–7% of precision is lost. Anyway, this 5-class model would be more beneficial for those needing a finer classification of the users.

In some applications it could be the case that, even if a finer classification is preferred, not all the classification errors have the same consequences. For example, it would be different to classify a user with very low activity as a user with low activity than to classify him as a user with high activity or very high activity. In the context of intelligent systems, it is probable that adaptation decisions for very low activity and low activity would not be too different; obviously, the user would benefit more from adaptation intended for very low activity, but would also benefit from adaptation for low activity (contrary to what would happen with adaptation for high activity or very high activity). If that were the case in the application context in which knowing the user personality is needed, it would be interesting to calculate the error of the classifier without considering “neighbor errors”. Table 7 shows the classification accuracy for the 5-class model when errors between adjacent classes are not considered.

Obviously, accuracy in this case (around 80% in all the traits) is higher than that in which all the errors are considered. More interestingly, this accuracy is also higher than that in the 3-class model. For this reason, we think that this classifier represents a good trade-off between accuracy and fine-grained information. Table 8 presents a summary of the results obtained for each classifier, including Fisher discriminant. As it can be seen, the results when using Fisher discriminant are quite worse. We tried to use the same relevant variables used in the best results with classification trees, but only around 40% precision is achieved.
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7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have shown that data from online social networks profiles, specifically Facebook profiles, can be mined in order to build classifiers able to predict user personality. On one hand, we have developed TP2010, a Facebook application based on the ZKPQ-50-cc questionnaire to get the user personality (extended with questions related to infrequency). On the other hand, interaction data from 20,988 users, with known personality, have been analyzed to try to infer personality from these interactions. Different machine-learning techniques have been used, especially classification trees. Classifiers were trained using a 3-class model and a 5-class model. The results for each of these models have been presented. When using a 3-class model, the best performance was achieved by using all the attributes appearing in Table 4, such as number of friends, number of posts in his wall per month, or number of “active friends”, among others. The accuracy of the classifiers built for each personality trait in this model is higher than 70% for all personality traits. Regarding the 5-class model, the accuracy of the classifiers decreases a bit: it is higher than 62% for all traits. This model would be useful if a finer user classification were needed. However, when considering five classes but ignoring errors between adjacent classes, the results are better: the accuracy ranges from 79.87% for activity to 82.82% for Aggression-Hostility. This latter model is a good trade-off between accuracy and fine-grained information. More sophisticated machine-learning techniques were also tried, but no significant improvement was obtained.

All these results show that it is possible to obtain information about the users’ personality rather precisely starting from information about their interactions in OSNs, in a quite unobtrusive way, with no need of asking them to fulfill the corresponding questionnaires. Another advantage of this approach is the capability of inferring the user personality by analyzing his previous interactions with the social network offline; that is, there is no need to monitor users dynamically while interacting with the network. Regarding works with similar goals, our approach is based on analyzing data from actual Facebook profile and activity information rather than self-reports, with the aim of avoiding possible sources of inaccuracy. More important, most of related works are based on very limited (and often homogeneous) samples, and lead to some contradictory findings. Our main goal was to use a large and representative sample of Facebook users to be able to extract general conclusions. At the end, we were able to use a sample of 20,988 users, which is larger than those used in most previous works (several orders of magnitude): the most similar dataset size found is the one used in [21], where data from 5000 users were used to train automatic classifiers.

At the time of developing this work, the API of Facebook did not allow developers to extract the information about one user directly, but reading the walls of the user’s friends, looking for that user’s messages. This is a very time-consuming method, since some users have more than a thousand of friends, and the Facebook API limited the number of queries to its database to 100 every 10 minutes (at the time when collecting the data for this experiment). Nevertheless, being able to obtain data from more than 20,000 heterogeneous users (different countries, levels of study and so on), only by inviting to our friends to join TP2010, has been an unexpected success, being the classification accuracy obtained with this large dataset surprisingly high.

The approach presented here has some limitations. The data collected may suffer from a self-selection bias, as we only got data from users that are active on Facebook and have decided to join TP2010. However, other works found that, despite some trends regarding extraversion and openness to experience, personality factors were not so influential in terms of Facebook usage [34]. With this consideration, it is probably that our dataset were heterogeneous and unbiased regarding user personality. The distributions shown in Fig. 6, except that of Impulsive Sensation Seeking, supports that assumption as well.

Identifying the user personality and incorporating it in the user model can be very useful for intelligent and adaptive applications, in general [35]. Knowing the user personality can contribute to identify, for example, his potential preferences or needs in different contexts. This can be helpful, for example, in the domains of assistive technologies, recommender systems, or adaptive environments, among others. In the context of assistive environments, we have some experience on developing tools to guide people with cognitive limitations in the framework of the project ASIES ("Adapting Social & Intelligent Environments to Support people with special needs"). This project aims to enhance user independent living and focuses on providing training and supporting daily activities of people with special needs by means of adaptive systems. Young people with cognitive limitations come to the Universidad Autonoma de Madrid (UAM) to be trained for two years to achieve labor and social integration [36]. According to the expert trainers of this group, one of their main difficulties relates to emotion control. In fact, this is one of the main competences to acquire during their training. In this direction, knowing the user personality could help to better understand their emotional reactions in different situations. Moreover, adaptive feedback could be given to them according to their personality, taking special care of their potential emotion reactions in particularly difficult situations. For example, we have built a mobile assistant to guide users with special needs outdoors [37]. If they do not follow the instructions properly, the assistant gives them instructions to go back to their path. These instructions could be given in different ways depending on the user personality, with the goal to fit their potential personality and emotional needs at this situation.

In the educational area, it has been proved that the student personality, as well as the composition of workgroups regarding their members’ personality (homogeneous vs. heterogeneous), affects to the group performance [38]. In this direction, [3] shows that student performance correlates with the personality dimensions, and [39] goes further, establishing relationships among personality, intelligence and the possibilities for good academic performance. Therefore, in adaptive training systems such as [40] the tasks to be accomplished at each time, as well as the feedback to be provided or even...
group formation, could vary for each user/group depending on the user personality, to better fulfill the user needs to this respect.

We are planning to combine the personality extraction as implemented in TP2010, with other techniques that also analyze different type of information to extract user personality, such as weblog text analysis [41]. We have some experience on analyzing natural language to extract information about the user emotions, both from the essays they elaborate [42] and from what they write in Facebook [43]. In this last work we also detect emotional changes. Knowing the user personality might help to understand these emotional changes better. Finally, another possibility would be to analyze other sources of user behavior, such as mouse movement patterns, which have shown to relate to some user features such as learning styles [44]. In summary, mining several sets of heterogeneous information together would be expected to lead to more accurate user personality classifications.
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